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Greetings Crew! 

 

I trust that your Holiday and New Year were happy and safe 

- obviously, it was disappointing having to cancel face-to-face 

meetings throughout the year but particularly so for my 

favorite quarter of the year. The stretch from Halloween to 

New Years with the Haise is a special Dopamine hit that I 

enjoy every year... and not getting it felt like an empty hit to 

the gut.  

 

That being said, it did allow for some family time which 

Ann and I attempted to take full advantage of - at 

Halloween we took Kahlan (dressed as Anna from Frozen 

2) to McClain Lodge to feed some animals and partake in 

their "drive-in trick-or-treat" where we basically fed 

animals from our car windows and got handed a few 

handfuls of candy in return. Overall, not a bad experience 

and I highly recommend it.   
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In my pictures, you'll see where I went to vote and ran into 

some coworkers directly ahead of me in line where we chatted 

about Star Trek, anime, and DND for the hour and forty-five-

minute wait that we endured. Despite the wait, I was excited by 

the turnout and hope that that particular trend continues in 

the years to come. For Thanksgiving and Christmas, we got 

together with my mom (who is inside our COVID bubble and 

has thus far remained COVID-free) and just tried to enjoy the 

company despite not being able to partake in some of our 

yearly rituals (going to various locations and seeing certain 

folks, mostly). We took the time to cook more things we 

haven't tried in the past and (pictured) helped Kahlan make 

some cookies for Santa. While the changes were a bit jarring, 

it definitely created a different "feel" to the holidays that I'm not 

sure I minded.   

There's a lot going on these days in the Admiralty Board world, 

most of which I find myself right in the thick of but, overall, 

nothing that has vastly affected the well-behaved membership - 

just a bunch of bad actors finally being dealt with. Likely more 

to follow in that vein in next Quarter's issue, but at the moment 

am not at liberty to continue discussing.  
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I hope everyone continues to stay safe and healthy - see 

you all in January! 

 

On and Ever Upward, 
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Special “Thank You” to CO Ryan Case for his awesome help with the newsletter. 

Hello Star Trek Fans 
By the time you read this it will already be 2021. May we warp speed 
thru COVID-19 in 2021 and be free of it! I miss seeing the USS Haise 
crew!  I wish you and your families a very blessed, safe, and healthy 
new year. 
 
Just wanted to let you know that this will probably be my last 
newsletter, since I have resigned as Chief of Communications/Editor 
of Commlink in the last quarter of 2020.  The reason being is that we 
plan to move in the near future to Tennessee where our daughter and 
son-in-law live.  I have so much to do to get ready for this move! We 
have lived here for 33 years. We want to be nearer to them as we 

age.  I have enjoyed doing this great newsletter for the chapter so much. 
Glenn & I will still be members of the USS Haise until we move.  
 
In a need to get away for a while, in October we went to visit Michelle & 
James and checked out various subdivisions for fun.  We also took a day 
trip to Metropolis, Illinois which happens to be the home of a place 
called the Super Museum & Gift Shop which houses an awesome 
collection of Superman collectibles especially from all the TV, Movies, 
Comics, etc., of Superman. This was such an awesome place.  They had 
so many items from the TV stage set where George Reeves played 
Superman on TV.  Michelle & James also took me to the Nashville Zoo 
Halloween Light display! We have so much fun when we go to their 
house - so much more to do there! 
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In November, we went back to Michelle’s for Thanksgiving.  We all gathered together for Thanksgiving Dinner (in our masks) 

at James’ parents’ home in Columbia, Tennessee for a wonderful meal and fellowship.  Love this family so much!  

In December, we went back for Christmas!  We even had a few snow flurries while there. I got to play and be with Khan a lot. 

After gift exchanging at Michelle’s home on Christmas morning, we all gathered on Christmas Day, again in our masks except 

for eating, at James brother’s family new home for another wonderful lunch and exchanging presents.  We even got some 

Star Trek items for Christmas!  We had such a wonderful time! We had one unexpected incident.  On the Sunday after 

Christmas James, Michelle, and I headed out to go walking around at the mall near their home.  James was driving his car 

with Michelle in the front passenger seat and I’m in the rear seat.  We had turned right, and he was yielding to oncoming 

traffic and we were hit in the rear by another car. First, we are all 

OK, thankfully.  Just in shock though at first, sore from the hit on 

our lower backs and back of our heads.  James car was drivable 

and we went back to their house. Glenn & I traveled home on 

Tuesday. 

We have been staying in out of the cold and staying safe and 

healthy from COVID-19 since we got home. 

We have loved watching Star Trek Discovery Season 3!  So 

awesome! Check it out!  
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Crew members gathered online on Discord for our October 17, 2020 meeting.  

Nothing much going on for our chapter due to COVID-19.  Happy Halloween! 

Miss seeing everyone!  Stay Safe & Healthy Out There! 
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Editor - Just wanted to share a story about one of our crew members! 
Update on our crew member Bill Downes 
from his mom, Laurie B. Downes 
 
October 2020 -  
 
Our precious son, Bill, was in the hospital 
for extensive seizure monitoring. For 5 
days, he had a continual 24/7 EEG with 
video cam. (The "bandage" was only to 
protect the EEG wires glued to his head.) 
COVID-19 restrictions only allowed 1 
"visitor" per patient, but our family was 
blessed to receive an exception that 
allowed Wes & me to switch day & night 
shifts, so one parent could stay at all 
times! Even in the hospital, being watched 
continually, Bill read his Bible and prayed 
over his meals every day! (His 2nd photo 
shows Bill after discharge, ready to go 
home!) 
 
Our family has been home a few days now, 
but Bill still has a chronic headache and is 
adjusting to changes in his seizure meds. 
Please keep Sweet William (named by his 
1st Pediatric Neurosurgeon) in your 
p r a y e r s !  T h a n k s ! 
 
P.S. Our family has been incredibly blessed 
that this is the first time Bill has stayed in 
the hospital since he last had his shunt 
replaced in 1999!!! Just one of God's 
multiple miracles in our son's 39 years!   
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The USS Haise did not have an online meeting in November due to scheduling problems with the Pandemic. 

Wishing the crew and their families a blessed Happy Thanksgiving! 

Below are some Star Trek Thanksgiving stories! 

 

Thanksgiving was originally a holiday observed in the United States of America and Canada on Earth that enabled people 
to celebrate being thankful for what they had. It was still celebrated as of the 2370s. 

During Charles Tucker III's childhood in the 22nd century, his father placed a Thanksgiving turkey on their dining 
room table, not knowing his son had removed all the screws. The table collapsed, and Trip was subsequently grounded for 
a month. (ENT: "Observer Effect") 

In 2266, the crew of the USS Enterprise were prepared to celebrate Thanksgiving. Captain Kirk was irritated because 
there was not any turkey on board the ship; the crew was going to have to eat meatloaf instead. Kirk was later informed 
that, while in the ovens, the meatloaf mysteriously transformed into turkey. This transformation was caused by Charles 
Evans, a boy with incredible powers. (TOS: "Charlie X") 

In 2372, Benjamin Sisko invited the entire senior staff of Deep Space 9 to Thanksgiving dinner. The captain had been 
growing vegetables for months to serve at the dinner. A year later, Michael Eddington told Sisko that he thought his 
former commanding officer had added too much tarragon to the stuffing. (DS9: "Blaze of Glory") 

 

 

 

https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Charles_Tucker_III
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Table
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Son
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Screw
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Table
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Month
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_Enterprise
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Observer_Effect_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2266
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/USS_Enterprise_(NCC-1701)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Oven
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Charles_Evans
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_The_Original_Series
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Charlie_X_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2372
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Benjamin_Sisko
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2372
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Benjamin_Sisko
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2372
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Benjamin_Sisko
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2372
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Benjamin_Sisko
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2372
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Benjamin_Sisko
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2372
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Benjamin_Sisko
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Vegetable
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Month
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Commanding_officer
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_Deep_Space_Nine
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Blaze_of_Glory_(episode)
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The USS Haise did not have a December Christmas Party meeting due to scheduling problems with the Pandemic. 

We all deeply missed our annual Christmas Party that is always held at the home of Clay Bartunek which is always so much fun 

with Dirty Santa and yummy food!  Maybe in 2021! 

Below are some Star Trek Christmas stories!  Enjoy! 

 

Christmas is an annual Earth religious and cultural holiday that commemorated the birth of Jesus Christ and was celebrated 
on December 25. While central to the faith of Christianity, it also expanded to include such fixtures as Santa Claus, Christmas 
trees and wreaths. 

In 2000 – while recording a personal journal entry on December 27 – Shannon O'Donnel noted that, while she wasn't looking 
forward to New Year's Eve, at least Christmas was over. Despite this, Alexandria Books was still decorated for that holiday, 
including a star and an ornament of a reindeer pulling a sleigh. (VOY: "11:59") 

In the Julian Bashir, Secret Agent holoprogram, Julian Bashir gave Anastasia Komananov a set of exploding earrings for 
Christmas of 1963. (DS9: "Our Man Bashir") 

In 2152, Jonathan Archer sarcastically suggested that he thought the Kreetassan reconciliation demands might involve 
"standing on one foot with my eyes shut reciting "The Night Before Christmas"." (ENT: "A Night in Sickbay") 

 
Jean-Luc Picard alongside a Christmas tree in 2265, a Christmas party was held for personnel in the science labs of 
the Federation starship Enterprise. (TOS: "Dagger of the Mind") 

Christmas is the setting of A Christmas Carol, a play in which Data was going to be performing as Ebenezer Scrooge in 2367. 
(TNG: "Devil's Due") When telling Harry Kim about why he finally confessed to his incidence of pilot error, which killed his 
shipmates, Tom Paris joked that "the ghosts of those three dead officers came to me in the middle of the night and taught me 
the true meaning of Christmas”. (VOY: "Caretaker", "Non Sequitur") 

While trapped in the Nexus in 2371, Captain Jean-Luc Picard experienced a Christmas – complete with a Christmas tree, 
presents and dinner – with his illusory children and wife, before being shaken from his reverie and resuming his mission to 
stop Tolian Soran from destroying the Veridian system. (Star Trek Generations) 

https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/December
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Christianity
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/December
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Christmas_tree
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2000
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Julian_Bashir,_Secret_Agent
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Holoprogram
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Julian_Bashir
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Holoprogram
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Julian_Bashir
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Holoprogram
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/1963
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_Deep_Space_Nine
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Our_Man_Bashir_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2152
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Jonathan_Archer
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2152
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Jonathan_Archer
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2152
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Jonathan_Archer
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Sarcastic
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2152
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Jonathan_Archer
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2152
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Jonathan_Archer
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Sarcastic
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/The_Night_Before_Christmas
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_Enterprise
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/A_Night_in_Sickbay_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Jean-Luc_Picard
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Christmas_tree
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Jean-Luc_Picard
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Federation
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/USS_Enterprise_(NCC-1701)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_The_Original_Series
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Dagger_of_the_Mind_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/A_Christmas_Carol
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Data
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_The_Next_Generation
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Devil%27s_Due_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_The_Next_Generation
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Devil%27s_Due_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_The_Next_Generation
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Devil%27s_Due_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Harry_Kim
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_The_Next_Generation
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Devil%27s_Due_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Tom_Paris
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Caldik_Prime_casualties_001
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_Voyager
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Caretaker_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Non_Sequitur_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Nexus
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2371
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Tolian_Soran
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek_Generations
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Christmas tree ornaments - 
While attempting to escape Q in 2372, Quinn briefly tried to hide 
the USS Voyager, disguising it as an ornament on a Christmas tree. 
(VOY: "Death Wish") 

In 2376, overwhelmed with gifts from various visitors, Kathryn 
Janeway rhetorically asked Chakotay if it didn't look like Christmas 
morning in here. (VOY: "Survival Instinct") 

Also that year, the holographic character Michael Sullivan mentioned 
Christmas twice, once when he described Harry Kim and Tom Paris as 
being "trussed up like Christmas turkeys", and when Janeway gave him 
a copy of Mark Twain's A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, 
asking her if it was "Christmas come early" (VOY: "Spirit Folk") 

 

 

https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/USS_Voyager
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_Voyager
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Death_Wish_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/2376
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Kathryn_Janeway
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Ready_room
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_Voyager
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Survival_Instinct_(episode)
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Mark_Twain
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/A_Connecticut_Yankee_in_King_Arthur%27s_Court
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Trek:_Voyager
https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Spirit_Folk_(episode)
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the USS HAISE did not have any in-person events, etc.  Good Bye 2020!!!!!!!! 

We do look forward to the future when we can again gather together for our Star Trek chapter events.   



<meta http-equiv="refresh" content="0; 

URL=/?

ref=tn_tnmn&amp;_fb_noscript=1" />  
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Fred has his own parking spot at 

Infinity Science Center ! 



< 
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November 14 - Happy Birthday to Fred Haise!  Live Long & Prosper! 

Below:  Fred posted on his Facebook page that he enjoyed a small family gathering for his birthday and an incredible 
number of Happy Birthday greetings from so many to make it a great day for this 87 year old!  
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We are living in a completely different world now than a year 
ago. Just think last year at this time, (as of this writing on 
January 14, 2021), COVID-19 was just becoming a blip on the 
radar. I was about to start a new job (more on that later) and 
attend the SCI-FI/Star Trek Convention on the Gulf Coast. Now, 
our lives are completely turned upside down and while the 
COVID-19 vaccine is finally approved, it is running into 
roadblocks on delivery and being deployed to those that need it.  

One positive note of the whole COVID-19 experience is 
"Operation Warp Speed" which definitely has ties to Star Trek! 
I found an article online that really summarizes the tie in well 
and wanted to share it with you. I would also recommend 
getting the COVID-19 vaccine once you are eligible and 
discussing any questions or concerns about the COVID-19 
vaccine with your doctor or licensed health care practitioner.  

We will get through this. We are a family and if anyone needs any help at any point in time, 
please reach out to me or anyone else on the Ship. I can't wait until we are able to finally meet 
back in person again!    

Source: https://www.dailystartreknews.com/read/epidemiologist-says-creation-of-
covid-19-vaccine-is-like-star-trek-actor-george-takei-encourages-fans-to-get-vaccinated 

 

DECEMBER 14, 2020 - A Boston University epidemiologist has said the creation of some COVID-19 vaccines is “like Star 
Trek”. 

As the world is gripped by a dramatic rise in COVID-19 cases, a light at the end of the tunnel is starting to emerge. NPR 
affiliate WBUR reported that biotech company Moderna is on the verge of having a vaccine approved for distribution after 
two months of successful clinical trials. The vaccine’s approval is expected sometime this week, just days after a vaccine 
from the joint efforts of Pfizer and BioNTech was approved for use in the United States and the United Kingdom. 

https://www.dailystartreknews.com/read/epidemiologist-says-creation-of-covid-19-vaccine-is-like-star-trek-actor-george-takei-encourages-fans-to-get-vaccinated
https://www.dailystartreknews.com/read/epidemiologist-says-creation-of-covid-19-vaccine-is-like-star-trek-actor-george-takei-encourages-fans-to-get-vaccinated
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wbur.org%2Fcommonhealth%2F2020%2F11%2F30%2Fmoderna-coronavirus-covid-19-vaccine-mrna&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cf1977f76a32f47d5c1eb08d8b8fc5885%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637462741
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Moderna’s phase three clinical trials produced exceptional results. After two months of study, the vaccine showed a 
94.1% efficacy rate against COVID-19 with no outstanding health concerns. The Moderna vaccine, like the earlier Pfizer 
one, uses modified mRNA, or messenger RNA. The genetic code of the mRNA strand is used to direct cells to construct 
a spike on the coronavirus cell, which the immune system uses to defend against the virus. 

On the method used to create the vaccine, Boston University epidemiologist Dr. Benjamin Linas said, “It’s like Star Trek. 
[No one has ever] made vaccines in this way [...] the potential to rip out new vaccines is incredible. All you do is sequence  
the virus, come up with the snippet of RNA, and you’re off to the races.” While Linas’s characterization of the process is 
undoubtedly simplified (just a little bit!), it nonetheless indicates how novel the method is. WBUR noted that, beyond 
using it for the COVID-19 vaccine, it has the potential to be used to treat disease, cancer, bacterial infections, and even 
spinal cord injuries. 

Of course, developing the vaccine is one thing, and making sure it gets taken is another. And at least one Star Trek star 
is trying to make that process “like Star Trek”, too. 

 
Original Series actor and outspoken activist George Takei took to Twitter 
recently to remind fans of the importance of getting vaccinated, and that 
the ideals and values of Star Trek should apply to the very real crisis of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. In the tweet, Takei wrote, “If you are a Star Trek 
fan, but you refuse to get vaccinated, then you are not living up to the 
ideals of Star Trek. Science, logic, and compassion require us to all do our 
part.” 
For more information on COVID-19 vaccines in the United States, please 
visit the CDC (Centers for Disease Control) website at cdc.gov, and for 
more about COVID-19 vaccines generally, visit the World Health 
Organ izat i on 
at who.int. 

 

 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGeorgeTakei%2Fstatus%2F1336034471490056193&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cf1977f76a32f47d5c1eb08d8b8fc5885%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637462741249169731%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fcovid-19%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cf1977f76a32f47d5c1eb08d8b8fc5885%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637462741249169731%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoi
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.who.int%2Femergencies%2Fdiseases%2Fnovel-coronavirus-2019%2Fcovid-19-vaccines&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cf1977f76a32f47d5c1eb08d8b8fc5885%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C6374627412491797
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We’re still in Lock Down, so not much has happened with us meeting this 
last quarter.  Due to the pandemic, I didn’t attend the Mississippi State 
Fair this year.  I usually go every October.  On the morning of the 14th I 
had to take mom to the ER, the last place I wanted to take her during 
these COVID-19 times.  It took about 5 hours to get a bay in the ER.  After 
being there for about 2 hours, I had to run back out to the car to get 
something.  It looked liked something you might see in a sci-fi movie about 
a major disaster.  The long driveway at St. Dominic’s was filled with cars, 
bumper to bumper trying to get admitted.  
 
Out by the front doors there must have been at least 15 wheel chairs with people in them and most 
didn’t have anyone standing with the patients.  Inside, mom’s nurse was calling out all the patients 

there with COVID-19, one in the bay next to us!  There were gurneys in the hallways of the ER with patients moaning and 
groaning saying, “I can’t believe I got COVID-19!”  If anyone out there still believes this pandemic isn’t real, I’ve got news for you.  
We were right in the middle of it.  Our health care system is overwhelmed and folks are truly stressed.   
 
At 11pm I was finally able to admit mom to the hospital and got her a room.  She stayed there until the 19 th and then I got her 
admitted to a nursing home for re-hab.  She stayed there for the rest of the month and into November, in quarantine the first 
14 days.  The only “Trek” thing that happened this month was we had a club Discord meeting on the 17 th where I got to see a 
few of you. 

 
Our November 14th scheduled Discord meeting was cancelled; however, I was able to do 
something fun on the 22nd.  Believe it or not, for the first time in my life, I got on and rode a 4 
Wheeler!  Ethan’s younger brother, Bud, has one and we had a great time even though it was 
short.  I will definitely be doing this again. I was finally 
able to discharge mom on Nov. 25, the day before 
Thanksgiving of which I cooked our entire dinner by 
myself!   
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Don’t worry, no one got sick, and it really seemed to taste good.  Again, the only “Trek” thing going on was watching the 
3rd season of Star Trek Discovery of which I’m truly enjoying, some of the best Trek ever.  I can’t tell you why as there 
would be spoilers. 
 
Our December 9th scheduled Discord meeting was cancelled like last month’s.  Ever since I can remember, even as a 
toddler, I have always been to a Christmas Eve service every year of my life.  Well, not this COVID-19 year.  It was on 
Zoom. I am thankful for that, but it’s just not the same.  I know I’m blessed.  I was able to have a quiet, safe Christmas Eve 
with my family.  Many people in the world this year didn’t.  I am sad for this.  This is the same for New Year’s Eve. Mine 
was quiet, but I was with family and we had a really nice dinner.  Not everyone this year did.  I really do have hope for the 
future though.  Jan. 20th 12 noon can’t get here soon enough!  It’ll be a few months, but things will be turning around  the 
better.  Here are some quotes to help us put things in perspective: - Stay safe shipmates. 
 
 

Not Everything is Cancelled: 
 

Sunshine, Spring, Love, Relationships, 
Reading, Naps, Devotion, Music, Dancing, 

Imagination, Kindness, Conversations, 
 HOPE 

 

“In the rush to get back to normal, 
use this time to decide which parts of normal 

are worth rushing back to.” 
~ Dave Hollis 

“In a very real sense, we are all aliens on a strange plan-

et.  We spend most of our lives reaching out and trying to 

communicate.  If during our whole lifetime, we could 

reach out and really communicate with just two people, 

we are indeed very fortunate.” 

                                           ~ Gene Roddenberry 



A camp 

set up 

by one 

of the 

Knights of the Kingdom Sir 

Bartholomew for his 

friends.  Note the canvas 

structures used as mobile 

housing.    
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Nothing much to report here, except that Linda Nobles and I spent our first 

Christmas in our new apartment. Behold our Trek ornament-laden tree and 

our holodeck (fake) fireplace! Yeah, I know you can't see the 

ornaments...probably because there are more than four lights.  
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I have very limited time due to 
my growing volunteer duties 
with the MS Society, JTRAN, 
and, City of Jackson ADA 
Committees, so... 
 
Here are the adventures of 
Scott & Maggie (my new pet 
kitty) during the last quarter of 
2020. 
 
SO CUTE! 

Maggie: "So, you 

think you want to 

watch a movie, 

instead of playing 

with me?"  

If *ONLY* Maggie had someone to keep her amused at all 

times. <sigh> I live only to serve.  
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Maggie riding around on my shoulder. 

Mom came by to visit today, so had to be sure to take a 

photo with Maggie. Love you Mom!  

So, I just got home from a quick run to the bank/

grocery store and this is what greets me at the door! The cat who Out-Grinched the Grinch! "Bad...BAD Maggie!"  
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The end of 2020 is finally here!   
 
October was very sad because Halloween is our favorite holiday. We still 
did all our decorations but knowing it wasn't going to happen was hard. It 
was also Kahlan's first real Halloween to know what was going on and 
how to trick or treat. We managed to save it by doing the trick or 
treating at McClain Lodge Safari drive thru. We dressed Kahlan up and 
she got to feed the animals and get candy in the drive thru park. We 
also had friends pretend to hand candy through the webcam to her 
bucket! They all went out to buy the same candy that we had bought to 
hand out. It was really cute!   

November brought in Thanksgiving blues for a lot of people, but we managed to see my family. We did all share a cold during 
that time and it just passed through each of the family who was present.  But we got to have some of our favorite foods. 
 
December came quickly and decorations for Christmas brought in a lot of cheer! We had a lot of fun driving around and 
looking at lights! We didn't get to see all of our family, but we 
saw a few and each one was fun and special! Baking cookies 
for Santa was super enjoyable and Kahlan had a blast! Her 
favorite part was eating all the extra cookies that weren't for 
Santa!  
 
2020 has been a tough year with the pandemic but some 
good came out of it! For example, we had a lot of family time 
with Kahlan.  
 
A pandemic was the last thing we expected from the year and I 
have missed everyone so much, but I want y'all to know that I 
love you and can't wait to see you all again! 
 
Live Long and Prosper, 
Ann Case 
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Was the USS Voyager assigned a counselor? 

 

The USS Voyager was not originally assigned a counselor, as the nature of its mission didn't require 

one. (VOY: "Phage", "The Cloud") Later, Neelix appointed himself morale officer, a position of his own 

invention, to take on the responsibilities of a counselor.  
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From your editor  - copied from online: 

Starfleet maintains a variety of security codes for use during 
both peacetime and wartime. These codes are arranged by 
priority from 1 to 50. The function of the individual codes is 
summarized below. 

SSC 1-10: SSC’s 1-10 are for normal peacetime transmis-

sions of varying priorities, with routine transmissions between 

commercial planetary centers receiving a priority dispatch of 

1 through 5, and levels 6 through 10 being used for Starfleet 

communications.  

SSC 11-20: SSC’s 11-20 are used in conditions of 
hostilities between the Federation and a foreign power. 
These priorities are used to transmit orders regarding the 
disposition of vessels and ground troops, the relocation of 
civilian personnel, the assigning of Starfleet resources to 
different commands, operations orders for these 
commands and specific operations orders. 
SSC 21-29: SSC’s 21-29 are for use by the Federation 

Diplomatic Corps. 

These codes specify conditions of emergency, with variable 
priority levels given to specific problems or crisis conditions 
during peacetime operations: 

SSC 30: Transmission of a communication using SSC 30 
indicates an emergency condition involving a planetary 
disaster or other unspecified emergency. Use of this code 
means that the sending station is not able to adequately 
respond to the emergency and requires immediate help at 
the scene. 

SSC 31: SSC 31 is used for a medical emergency. 
SSC 32: SSC 32 indicates a planetary crisis of natural origin. 
SSC 33: SSC 33 is used for a bio-medical crisis requiring 
immediate evacuation of personnel. 
SSC 34: SSC 34 indicates a bio-medical crisis requiring 
immediate quarantine. 
SSC 35: SSC 35 signals an ecological disaster or similar 
planetary crisis. 
SSC 36-38: SSC’s 36 through 38 are used for crises of 
unknown origin that require the immediate evacuation of a 
large segment of a planet’s population. 
SSC 39: SSC 39 indicates an attack by unknown agents on 

Federation personnel or on civilian installations or residences. 

These codes indicate classified material and restrict 
dissemination of that material: 

SSC 40: SSC 40 communications are directed at a specific 
starship or star base Chief Science Officer, for disclosure to 
ship or base command staff only. 

SSC 41: SSC 41 communications are directed at a specific 
starship or star base Chief Science Officer, for disclosure to 
the senior officer present only. 
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SSC 42: SSC 42 communications are directed at a specific starship or starbase Chief Medical Officer, for disclosure to 
ship or base command staff only. 
SSC 43: SSC 43 communications are directed at a specific starship or starbase Chief Medical Officer, for disclosure to 
the senior officer present only. 
SSC 44: SSC 44 communications are directed at a specific starship or starbase Chief of Security, for disclosure to ship or 
base command staff only. 
SSC 45: SSC 45 communications are directed at a specific starship or starbase Chief of Security, for disclosure to the 
senior officer present only. 
SSC 46: SSC 46 communications are directed to the Commanding Officer of a starship or star base, for disclosure to ship 
or base command staff only. 
SSC 47: SSC 47 communications are directed to the Commanding Officer of a starship or star base. They are not to be 

disclosed to ship or base command staff, and no acknowledgement or log entry of the communication is to be made. 

These codes indicate high-level origins of the communication and are restricted to specific individuals. 

SSC 48: SSC 48 communications are reserved for the CinC Starfleet. 
SSC 49: SSC 49 communications are reserved for members of the Federation Council or their designated 
representatives. 
SSC 50: SSC 50 communications are reserved for the President of the Federation. 
 
Departmental Access Codes 
Departmental Access Codes are general codes for use by members of a ship’s department. Such a code might be used to 
access log entries or other routine files and programs, or to issue orders to the computer. These codes consist of the 
ship’s department, a Greek letter, and a numerical code. The higher the Greek letter in the alphabet, the greater the 
access. High-level access may require voiceprint confirmation, a Personal Access Code or authorization from a superior 
officer. An example of a Departmental Access Code might be: Engineering Access Code: Gamma three one four two. 

Personal Access Codes 
Personal Access Codes identify the person accessing a particular file or program or issuing an order. They are given in a 
similar format to Departmental Access Codes, substituting the person’s surname for the department name. All Personal 
Access Codes are voiceprint confirmed, and higher-level access may require handprint or retinal scans for confirmation. 
An example of a Personal Access Code might be: Access Code: Perrini Delta five one two seven. 
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Alerts 
Starships and starbases are not normally kept on alert. When not on alert, Shift A is on duty and Shifts B and C are off duty 
(this presupposes a standard three-shift duty cycle). 

Yellow Alert: This is a moderate level of alert. Shift A remains on duty, preparing the duty station for battle readiness, warming 
up equipment and securing all loose and /or fragile items. Shift B goes on duty and joins Shift A at the duty station. 

Red Alert: This is a high level of alert. Shift C goes on duty, joining Shifts A and B at the duty station. All stations report 
readiness to the Bridge when fully manned. Personnel designated Damage Control auxiliaries will report to their Damage 
Control stations. 

Abandon Ship: All personnel drop whatever they are doing and report to their assigned Lifeboat Pod for evacuation. The only 
exceptions are Shift A Security personnel, on-duty Bridge crew, on-duty Medical staff and designated auxiliary craft Command 
pilots. 

General Quarters 
General Quarters is a series of security protocols detailing security procedures on starships and starbases. 

General Quarters One: GQ1 is automatically instituted when a Yellow Alert is declared. All Security personnel are issued 
Phaser II sidearms, and one Security crewman may be stationed on the Bridge until orders are given to stand down from 
General Quarters. Phasers are to be locked to Stun cycle. 

General Quarters Two: GQ2 is automatically instituted when a Red Alert is declared. Security personnel are issued Phaser II 
sidearms and may be issued Phaser rifles. One or two Security personnel are positioned on the Bridge, and Security 
detachments are placed at all Transporter rooms and hangar bays. In addition, Security detachments are positioned on all non
-Engineering decks. Phasers are to be locked on Stun cycle. 

General Quarters Three: GQ3 is normally issued during an Intruder Alert. All Security personnel are issued Phaser II sidearms 
and may be issued Phaser rifles. Two Security personnel are positioned on the Bridge, and Security patrols all decks in pairs, 
in addition to the provisions of GQ2. Phasers are locked to Heavy Stun cycle. 

General Quarters Four: GQ4 is issued when the ship is in danger of being boarded. All Security personnel are issued Phaser II 
sidearms and Phaser rifles. In addition to the provisions of GQ3, Security detachments are positioned in all Engineering 
spaces, Life Support, the main computer core and the Auxiliary Bridge. Hangar and airlock doors are sealed, and security 
forcefields may be raised. Phasers may be set to lethal settings. 



Fri-

day, July 7 -  Game Night at the Case’s home - 7 

- 10 pm 
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Happy Birthday to 
all USS Haise crew 
members, Star Trek 
fans, & Star Trek 
celebrities who have 
upcoming birthdays 
in  
JANUARY,  
FEBRUARY, & 
MARCH, 2021.  

 
 

 

Due to the coronavirus, 
and until further 
notice, our meetings 
will be in video chat 
online with Discord, the 
3rd Saturday of each 
month at 6:30 PM. 

 

We all miss seeing each 
other in person and 
being together, but we 
look forward to making 
future plans when this 
virus is properly 
handled.  

 

We will keep the Star 
Trek & USS Haise news 
coming to you quarterly 
and hope you and your 
families stay safe and 
healthy. 

 

Live Long & Prosper! 
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USS HAISE CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2021 

TO BE ANNOUNCED (COVID allowing…)!  


